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I can assure you in every case, there is a cheaper, and 
often more innovative, educational alternative out there. 
Educational innovation is exploding across the continent 
and around the globe, and SSATB understands that no sin-
gle report can capture more than a small proportion of the 
new and emerging educational alternatives. Therefore, we 
have defined and focused this report on four major catego-
ries of educational choice options for families:
■ Academically Rigorous Schools
■ Deeper Learning Schools
■ Personalized Learning Schools
■ Online Schools

In each category, we have profiled one particularly com-
pelling example that is not a traditional public/charter 
school or private independent school. Our goal: to pro-
vide you with an in-depth perspective of the education-
al program offered at each model school, so that your 
school leadership team will have a better understanding 
of the specific competition posed by each type. This re-
port concludes with strategies for confronting the rising 
competition.

I want to thank Nicole Suozzi, SSATB Chief Strategy 
and Services Officer, for providing the impetus, vision, 
and editorial for this report. An enthusiastic thank you 
goes to Jonathan Martin, Principal, JonathanEMartin Ed. 
Services, for helping to frame and deliver it. This re-
port would not be possible without Jonathan’s deep 
knowledge of independent schooling and the broader 
educational terrain—or without his expert writing and 
journalism skills. Finally, I want to thank Trish Frazzetto, 
SSATB Director of Marketing and Communications, for 
her continuous ability to produce valuable reports for 
independent school admission professionals that inform 
their practice and strategic thinking.

We hope this report will assist you in anticipating and 
planning for the enrollment impact of the educational 
changes sweeping over the independent school commu-
nity. As John Chubb, NAIS President, reminds us, “Many 
independent school leaders look at the burgeoning mar-
ketplace of school options and are understandably ner-
vous that the competition may weaken their position and 
their ability to function. What I have found, however, is 
that the schools that see themselves as part of the larger 
community of schools and are willing to learn from ‘the 
competition’ tend to gain strength from the experience.”

Dear Colleagues:

Are you counting on your high-achieving student body, challenging curriculum, and learning- 
conducive environment to continue to attract families to your school? Do you speak to  
prospective families about your individualized student instruction and small class sizes? Are 
your well-rounded students a point of pride for your school community? Is developing 
21st-century skills such as collaboration, communication, and innovation the basis for your 
progressive instructional program? 

Executive Director, SSATB
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There’s nothing new 
about competition.  
Independent schools 
have always faced  
competition— 
some of it fierce. 

Methodology
This report provides both an overview of the independent school competition that currently exists (predominantly 
focused on the United States) and a specific example of an alternative educational program offered in each of the  
following categories: Academically Rigorous Schools, Deeper Learning Schools, Personalized Learning Schools, and 
Online Schools. 

We view the examples in each category as generally among the best of their breed, deserving of particular attention 
because of their excellence of design and implementation. However, there was no science to their selection, and cer-
tainly other observers might choose different models on which to focus. For our purposes, SSATB’s selected model 
schools met the following criteria: 

Different price point
Free or significantly less expensive than the typical leading independent school in its market. 

New or emerging
Launched since the beginning of the century and having come to greater attention within the past five years. 

Rising tide 
On a fast growth curve in this decade and/or intended/promised into 2020. 

Enrollment evidence 
Already and/or appealing to families and students who have traditionally selected independent schools. 

This last criterion is important. There are many fast-growing American charter schools offering excellent alternatives 
within urban public school districts. But by and large, these charter schools are not drawing significant numbers of 
students away from independent schools, nor do they have the potential to do so in the near future. 

We acknowledge that this special report is leaving out many intriguing and potentially industry-shaking alternatives. 
Yet, SSATB is confident that the categories and model schools profiled here effectively represent models of the most 
important competitive alternatives in today’s independent school landscape. 

In the sections which follow, we offer feature interviews with former independent school educators to give insights on 
how these new models compare to the traditional independent school education. Throughout, we seek to under-
stand the value proposition of each model. The report also benefits from conversations with regional independent 
school association executives, who share their perspectives on how these emerging models are affecting their mem-
ber schools. Finally, at the end of the report, we outline strategies for confronting the rising competition.
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Preface
In a fascinating 2012 Independent School article, “What 
Dead Schools Can Teach Us,” Jim McManus, Executive 
Director, California Association of Independent Schools, 
(CAIS) notes that among the independent schools listed 
a century ago in the Porter Sargent Directory of Private 
Schools, only one third still exist today. The downfall of 
many? Failing to face the reality of new and emerging 
educational choice alternatives for their families. 

In the 1950s and 1960s, independent schools saw the 
rise of the quality suburban public school, in tandem 
with the growth of religious/parochial schools. The birth 
of new academic magnet schools in the 1970s meant 
increased competition for families, as did the emergence 
of homeschooling in the 1980s. Online and public char-
ter schools grew dramatically in the 1990s, and yet many 
of our independent schools are just beginning to tune in 
to these competitive forces in 2015. 

As independent schools make sense of the market forc-
es which have been shaping their environment for years, 
another educational wave is crashing—this one bigger, 
faster, and more powerful than the last. This new wave 
of competition exploits technology in intriguing and pow-
erful ways, leverages private capital in a manner not seen 
before, and stands on the shoulders of the maturing char-
ter school movement, which has become far more di-
verse and robust than when it first came to independent 
schools’ attention more than a decade ago. These new 
alternatives do not compete by being different—except 
in price! They compete by going head-to-head with inde-
pendent schools in their traditional areas of strength. 

As McManus cautions, “It is clear that, as indepen-
dent schools peer into the future, little is guaranteed.” 
Though little is guaranteed, that does not mean that  
little should be done about this competition: fore-
warned is forearmed. Says McManus, who leads in the 
state with the greatest number of charter schools (Cal-
ifornia), “Schools that don’t astutely anticipate and plan 
for the impacts of demographic shifts, disruptive wars, 
economic downturns, cultural sea changes, and techno-
logical revolutions are more likely to be sabotaged by 
them than to benefit from them.” 

What’s Inside
 2 Letter from Heather Hoerle

 3 Methodology

 4 Preface

 5-9 Academically Rigorous Schools 

 10-14 Deeper Learning Schools

 15-20 Personalized Learning Schools

 21-25 Online Schools

 26 From Homeschooling to 
Unschooling

 27-31 Making Adjustments:  
Strategies for Managing  
the Rising Competition

 32 Recommended Reading
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Academically rigorous public schools are not new and are an important part of the com-
petitive landscape for independent schools. In northern Virginia, for example, some NAIS 
high schools find themselves taking second position behind the nationally-renowned Thom-
as Jefferson High School for Science and Technology, which admits a tiny percentage of its 
applicants based on admission test scores. Similarly appealing academic public magnet high 
schools can be found in New York City, Chicago, Houston, Tucson, North Carolina, and 
elsewhere. By and large, they are stable components of the landscape—longstanding, but 
not expanding.

Following the passage of a 1991 charter 
school law, the first charter school in the 
United States opened in Minnesota in 1992. 
By 1999, there were 1,542 charter schools in 
the U.S. accounting for 1.7% of all U.S. public 
schools. Fast-forward to 2012-13, and 6,004 
charter schools now account for 6.3% of all 
U.S. public schools. 

Since their beginning, charter schools have 
served many markets, but most often have 

been launched and situated as an alternative 
to low-performing public schools or tuition 
charging (and recently, fast declining) paro-
chial schools. Many fine schools with national 
reach are in this category: KIPP, Success for 
All, Yes Prep, and many more. They offer a 
program of academic rigor, serving mostly 
children from disadvantaged backgrounds. 
North Star Academy in Newark, NJ, for in-
stance, part of Doug Lemov’s Uncommon 

Academically Rigorous Schools
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School network, is one shining example, with 
standardized test results surpassing many 
of the best public schools. 

Yet, what is different is the new 
schools emerging in this category 
—schools and networks of 
schools—competing to surpass 
the best academic programs 
in the region. In the charter 
school sector, Sonoran Science 
Academies, which has six sites 
in Arizona, offers an accelerated 
academic program; Peak to Peak 
in Boulder, CO, and Pacific Colle-
giate in Santa Cruz, CA, provide in-
tense competition for local independent 
schools on the basis of their academic rigor and 
AP testing success. In Silicon Valley and now expanding 
across California, the nonprofit Challenger Schools are effec-
tively delivering these types of narrow, accelerated programs and reporting on their website 
that 60% of their 8th graders performed at the 99th percentile on standardized testing as 
compared to the national norms. If schools like this are not already in your region (or in the 
areas from which you recruit students), they may be soon.

Academically Rigorous Schools

Source: National Association of Secondary School 
Principals, Recognizing Rigorous and Engaging 

Teaching and Learning, March 2010.
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BASIS schools kept a fairly low profile outside of Arizo-
na until recently, though they did receive some national 
attention in 2009 thanks to a documentary film entitled 
Two Million Minutes: The 21st-Century Solution. That film was 
hailed and promoted by odd bedfellows Newt Gingrich 
and Al Sharpton, who visited the Tucson BASIS school at 
that time and called for its national replication. 

Recently, BASIS has been gaining far greater notice. 
Amanda Ripley’s 2013 book, The Smartest Kids in the 
World, showcased the educational success of schools in 
Finland, South Korea, and Poland, before asking in its 
grand summation: where in the U.S. might we find an 
education matching the best in the world? She answers: 
in Tucson, Arizona, at BASIS schools. “BASIS public 
charter schools, located in Arizona, Texas, and Wash-
ington, D.C., are modeled on rigorous international 
standards… [In a recent administration of the PISA test 
for schools], the average BASIS student not only out-
performed the typical American student by nearly three 
years in reading and science and by four years in math, 
but outscored the average student in Finland, Korea, 
and Poland as well. The BASIS kid did better even than 
the average student from Shanghai, China, the region 
that ranks No. 1 in the world.”

Without any doubt, the growth of schools like BASIS 
is happening rapidly in Arizona and Texas and poses 

challenges to the independent schools there. Rhonda 
Durham, Executive Director, Independent School Asso-
ciation of the Southwest (ISAS) says that when it comes 
to charter school competition in her six-state region, 
“BASIS is the school I’ve heard the most about. Inde-
pendent schools in San Antonio, at least some of them, 
are really feeling the effect.” 

Former directors of admission at two Tucson schools agree 
that BASIS competed vigorously for their families. One notes 
that “BASIS definitely affected our enrollment numbers. We 
had several students transfer when the BASIS Oro Valley 
campus opened.” Another explains: “There were families 
in our feeder programs who decided to give BASIS a shot, 
mainly because they weren’t impressed enough with what 
they were paying for here and figured that a free public pro-
gram could get them the same outcome.”

In Phoenix, Pat O’Brien, Head of a K-8 NAIS school, ex-
plains: “BASIS started influencing our landscape about four 
years ago. Our families were attracted by the reputation 
for academic excellence, in particular the accelerated math 
instruction, and no tuition.” 

The competitive alternative that BASIS charter schools  
offer is something the BASIS leadership has cultivated.  
BASIS-ED CEO Peter Bezanson says: “If I were in the busi-
ness of managing private schools—an individual or group 
exclusively composed of private/independent schools— 
I would look at Phoenix and be very worried about what I 
see there—academic charter schools very much in the as-
cendant at the expense of tuition-charging private schools.” 

BASIS places a great emphasis on measurable outcomes. 
Students beginning in the sixth grade take high stakes 
comprehensive exams at the end of every semester, which 
count for 50% of their grade. Similarly, teachers receive 
performance bonuses for student scores on the AP exams.  
In addition, BASIS employs a full-time psychometrician to 
determine what is working for student learning. 

Spotlight on BASIS

“…the average BASIS student not only outper-
formed the typical American student by near-
ly three years in reading and science and by 
four years in math, but outscored the average 
student in Finland, Korea, and Poland as well. 
The BASIS kid did better even than the average 
student from Shanghai, China, the region that 
ranks No. 1 in the world.”

Last year, of the 118 high school sophomores in the U.S. earning AP Scholar honors, 53 
were at one of the half dozen BASIS charter schools in Arizona and Texas. Sixty percent 
of BASIS 9th graders are in precalculus or calculus; the average BASIS high school student 
takes 11 AP exams, and some complete more than 20. 
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Bezanson explains: “Because we have a network of 23 
schools (and are growing by 4-8 schools every year) and 
have a standard curriculum and common assessments 
across all schools, we can study comparative perfor-
mance. If we change the sequence of units in a course, 
or if we try a different textbook, we can evaluate the 
effectiveness of different approaches. That is a real, and 
growing, advantage that BASIS has over stand-alone sin-
gle independent schools.”

The charter model is only the leading edge for BASIS. It 
is rapidly expanding the BASIS Independent School divi-
sion (though as a corporately-owned chain of schools, it 
is not what most independent school educators would 
call an independent school). 

Vice Chairman of BASIS Independent Schools Mark 
Reford joined after a 20-year career in independent 
schools, having worked at such schools as Georgetown 
Day School and Sidwell Friends. Reford is familiar with 
the skyrocketing costs of independent school tuition, 
and after many years riding that rocket, he has stepped 
off—just in time, he surmises. Reford predicts, “The 
change will not happen overnight, but looking over the 
next 10 years, the traditional independent school will 
face increasingly greater competition from low-cost  
private schools and free high-quality charters, and will 
have to reevaluate their model. BASIS schools will make 
even more impossible the sustainability of ever-rising  
tuitions in most markets.”

In 2014-15, BASIS independent schools opened in 
Brooklyn, NY, and Silicon Valley, CA, and garnered lau-
datory press. The Wall Street Journal reports that BASIS 
sees “their school is like Starbucks—conditioning Amer-
icans to demand a better product.”

Confronted with this challenge, independent schools 
will need to plot carefully how to position themselves 
to maintain a competitive edge. As ISAS’ Durham says, 
independent schools are recognizing that “we know we 
have to have great teachers, and we have to stay strong 
financially, and we have to be better about marketing 
and being on top of our game. Focus on your culture as 
a distinguishing benefit. Ensure you have a community of 
teachers and learners that people want to be a part of.” 

BASIS is well aware that its choice to focus so emphat-
ically on academic acceleration brings with it some ac-
companying gaps. CEO Bezanson is frank: “There are 
areas in which we can’t compete. We can’t compete in 
athletics, in the beauty and excellence of our facilities, 
or in class size: classes are 2 to 3 times bigger at BASIS, 
though I don’t necessarily think small classes are all they 
are cracked up to be.” 

Similarly, there is a gap when it comes to social and emo-
tional learning. Bezanson notes, “Independent schools 
may offer a better program of social and emotional learn-
ing and character development than do BASIS schools; 
it seems to me they do have a different outlook on the 
importance of personal development than we do, with 
our very close attention to academic achievement.”

Christine Thornton was admission director at St. Greg-
ory College Preparatory School in Tucson when BASIS 
built a brand new facility literally across the street. She 
had to reshape her message to meet the challenge. “We 
talked about the writing that our students were doing 
across curricula, project-based learning, the one-to-one 
laptop program, the number of PhDs on our faculty, and 
anecdotes about the specific work they were doing in 
their classrooms.”

Academically Rigorous Schools
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What was your professional experience prior to coming to BASIS? 
I began my independent school career in 1992 at Georgetown Day School and spent many years there and at Sidwell 
Friends School in numerous roles, including teacher, dean of students, and academic dean. More recently, I served as 
head of school for a NAIS member PK-8 school in San Antonio, TX. All in all, I have about 20 years of experience 
working in independent schools. 

What do you perceive as BASIS’ advantage over traditional U.S. independent schools? 
I see BASIS independent schools as disruptors to the current independent school market. I see the independent 
school sector today as akin to the U.S. automobile industry in the 1970s, with tremendous inefficiencies. Our goal is 
to open great value independent schools in all major U.S. metro areas. 

Unlike traditional stand-alone independent schools, BASIS as a system can generate economies of scale. Our net-
work affords us more than a financial advantage. Our academic dialogue is also enriched by being diversified across 
a national network, which can create far greater curriculum innovation. 

BASIS focuses on the kind of measurable outcomes assessed by the OECD PISA exam, which is by far, the best 
available measure of 21st-century intellectual competencies. That our kids do so well on the PISA test is a huge testi-
mony to their abilities to think critically, generate original ideas, transfer knowledge to novel situations, and connect 
concepts across disciplines. Parents and others no longer defer to authority. They want evidence, and we see this in 
education too—especially in an era when there is just too much data showing that students are not learning very 
much. 
How else do your schools compare to independent schools? 
One key thing that sets BASIS independent schools so greatly apart from other independent schools is affordability. 
Traditional independent schools have profoundly limited populations of families who can afford them—primarily 
financial sector professionals and the lawyers who work with them. This creates unhealthy school communities, with 
far too great an emphasis on the very wealthy. By contrast, BASIS’ price point, at just over half of what most other 
independent schools charge, allows for a far wider range of family incomes. Our school population is much more like 
what independent schools used to be—with a better mix of journalists, artists, academics, and teachers—those who 
can’t afford $30,000 or more a year in tuition, but who won’t qualify for financial aid either.
What is the future of BASIS independent schools in the next 10 years? 
I see BASIS running schools across the country, bringing world-quality learning in exceptional value schools to families 
in most major cities. 

Interview with  
Mark Reford  
Vice Chairman,  
BASIS Independent Schools
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In 2015, there are schools—most of them less than 20 years old—designed from their 
foundation to deliver fully on the promise of 21st-century skills, which they are increasingly 
and effectively doing. These are the more than 500 charter and alternative public schools 
loosely associated with or alongside the Deeper Learning Network (DLN). The individual 
schools and the school networks within DLN vary widely in educational philosophy, school 
structure, and demographics, and in many markets, they do not currently pose significant 
competitive challenges to independent schools. Still, in some areas they are beginning to be 
a genuine alternative for families. 

Many independent schools claim (but few deliver) a truly systematic approach 
to 21st-century learning for their students. School heads and admission directors 
can point to a signature program, an internship opportunity, or a state-of-the-art 
lab. But how confidently can independent schools claim that across the breadth 
of their educational program—and deeply and meaningfully on a daily basis— 
students are practicing and developing 21st-century competencies? 

Deeper Learning Schools
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For most educational writers, deeper learn-
ing has become an updated way to speak 
about an approach that prioritizes student 
inquiry and creation, and which emphasizes 
skill development over content knowledge 
acquisition. In every case, deeper learning 
schools are defined and oriented in oppo-
sition to traditional classroom instruction. 
These schools show every indication of “in-
tentionality,” and their practices visibly and 
consistently reflect a set of strong-minded 
pedagogical principles. 

The Hewlett Foundation, which has worked 
hard to support the informal network of 
deeper learning schools, defines Deeper 
Learning as that which is emphatically com-
mitted to cultivating and developing mastery 
of core content, critical thinking and prob-
lem-solving, collaboration, effective commu-
nication, self-directed learning, and academ-
ic mindsets. But it is a bit more than that. It is 
understood to entail rich real-world connec-
tions and, in almost every case, makes very 
widespread use of project-based learning.

Independent schools have taken notice, with 
many seeking to integrate deeper learning 

practices. Hundreds of independent school 
educators visit High Tech High (K-12) in San 
Diego, CA annually, looking for ways to em-
bed its practices in their schools. The Hawaii 
Association of Independent Schools (HAIS) 
has a particularly strong connection to High 
Tech High and brings teams of HAIS teach-
ers there regularly. Other Deeper Learning 
schools frequently host NAIS educators: one 
popular East Coast site is Philadelphia’s Science 
Leadership Academy (9-12), which delivers an 
annual conference called Educon each January. 

The Deeper Learning Network has more than…

227,000 Students
13,800 Teachers500 Schools So
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The Deeper Learning Network has more than…

227,000 Students
13,800 Teachers500 Schools

Source: deeperlearning4all.org
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Probably the best known of the deeper learning schools, High 
Tech High (HTH) has received significant attention, including 
a major endorsement in Tony Wagner’s Global Achievement 
Gap. As Wagner says, “The High Tech High family of schools 
is a truly extraordinary example of what it takes to teach 
all students [the critical skills they need]: a laser-like focus 
on the results that matter most and willingness to rethink 
teaching, learning, assessment, and even the school buildings 
to get these results.” 

Spotlight on High Tech High

As the host of the annual DLN conference, HTH serves as the unofficial 
“flagship” school for the network and the deeper learning movement. 
Founded in 2000, it now consists of 13 schools in San Diego County—four 
elementary schools, four middle schools, and five high schools. With each 
school enrolling 300-400 students, there are nearly 5,000 children across 
San Diego attending High Tech schools. HTH defines itself by its four design 
principles: personalization, adult world connection, common intellectual mis-
sion, and teacher as designer.

Gayle Nuffer, an active independent school parent in San Diego, took time 
from her work chairing her child’s independent school’s auction (“Our 
school is an amazing place”) to tell the story of how she transferred one 
of her children to HTH in 8th grade. “He’d been a bit of a square peg in a 
round hole at his previous independent K-8 school, and he really needed to 
go to a school where he didn’t have to sit at a desk for 45 minutes straight, 
period after period.”

This independent school supporter is enthusiastic when discussing her son’s 
HTH experience. The academic program is both very different and very 
successful. “The philosophy at HTH of depth over breadth is excellent. They 
take the attitude that they needn’t cover 40 units in a year, but instead, let’s 
learn something really, really well, and take those studies all the way to the 
level of original research.”

Tuition is free at HTH and admission is by lottery, with each zip code receiving 
its own draw to ensure the student population mirrors San Diego’s racial, eth-
nic, and socioeconomic diversity. As Nuffer says, “HTH has truly spectacular 
diversity. It’s a diversity far more than our independent school has been able 
to provide, far more authentic and meaningful—not that our independent 
school doesn’t want to provide that, but it just isn’t in a position to do so.”

Walking the halls and classrooms of HTH does and does not feel like being in 
an independent school: it does, in the way students sit in circles, conversing 
about ideas and challenging orthodoxies. It feels safe, spirited, and support-
ive for all students. But the demographic diversity of HTH is different, and 

the space is designed differently. 
Classrooms are transparent, with 
walls of glass conveying that all work 
here is public work for all to see, en-
gage with, respond to, share in, and 
learn from. And unlike many inde-
pendent secondary schools, there 
are student works everywhere, cel-
ebrated and elevated as exemplars 
of the excellence expected of all 
students, and underscoring that the 
point of school is to make, create, 
contribute—not receive, respond, 
regurgitate. 

HTH Chief Academic Officer Ben 
Daley spent the first part of his ca-
reer coaching and teaching at East 
Coast independent schools, includ-
ing Haverford and Madeira. Daley 
sees the paramount role of teach-
ers in designing and delivering the 
curriculum as the greatest parallel 
between independent schools and 
HTH. “What’s most similar is that 
we don’t have teacher unions, and 
our teachers are in the same kind 
of professional mode, with a paral-
lel kind of autonomy,” he explains. 
“We see it as essential that those 
closest to kids have the most deci-
sion-making authority about how 
they teach those kids.”

Deeper Learning Schools
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Daley is entirely confident in the qual-
ity of the academic preparation at 
HTH. “Our academic program cer-
tainly supports all kinds of students 
in their collegiate ambitions. I am 
very confident that every year, our 
strongest students are going to the 
same list of top universities as you’ll 
find at the independent schools. In 
one recent class, three out of 90 
were admitted to Stanford.” 

When it comes to the differences 
(and the advantages) of HTH, Daley 
highlights the school’s diversity and 
the depth of its 21st-century learning 
program. Though their curriculum 
might emphasize less breadth (and 
correspondingly greater depth),  
Daley says that HTH students “have 
collaborated meaningfully far more 
frequently; they have presented 
their ideas to authentic audienc-
es far more often; and I think they 
may have employed a different 
kind of critical thinking, more ap-
plied to real world situations, than 
the students in academic indepen-
dent schools. They’ve also done a 
lot more with their hands—they’ve 
actually created things and put real 
products out into the world.” As 
Nuffer notes, the only downside is 

that HTH “doesn’t have the wide array of athletics, arts, and music programs 
that many independent schools feature.” 

Reports vary on the extent to which HTH may be cutting into independent 
school enrollment in San Diego, but nearly everyone agrees it is an attractive 
alternative. Nuffer says, “I know people trying really, really hard to find a way 
to improve their odds of being admitted to HTH. For instance, if they are 
a split family living in two different zip codes, they carefully consider which 
zip code to apply from to maximize their odds. It’s so competitive, and they 
have to try so hard to get in—there’s clearly a very high demand for HTH 
among families in our upscale neighborhood.”

Francis Parker School Admission Director Judy Conner confirms this reality. 
“HTH is a great alternative for independent school-seeking families. We’re 
certainly losing some students to 
them, and the truth is we’d be losing 
many more if the HTH lottery sys-
tem weren’t so selective for admis-
sion. Its tuition-free program is espe-
cially appealing to our middle income 
families.”

Another San Diego-area adminis-
trator sees that the competition isn’t 
happening as much among the big 
schools in San Diego. Carol Barry,  
Middle School Head at Bishop’s 
School, explains that “HTH’s draw is 
the excellence of the project-based 
learning curriculum—particularly for professional parents, who are seeing 
the need for problem-solving and collaboration skills every day.” However, 
she points to the demographic diversity of HTH as a potential disadvantage: 
“You just don’t find the consistently high-achieving cohort that you do at a 
top independent school.”

CAIS Executive Director Jim McManus reports: “High Tech High certainly 
offers a compelling model, but the San Diego market is large enough, and 
relatively underserved by independent schools, that it hasn’t made a big dent 
in independent school enrollment. It certainly has the potential to do so. If 
HTH were to open a site in a smaller city, it could be a big competitor.”

Whether deeper learning schools—with their emphasis on 21st-century skills 
and project-based learning—will continue their growth and become a great-
er competitive force in the landscape nationally remains unclear, though the 
potential exists. Parker’s Conner agrees: “Our program is changing, because 
of the way the world is changing and because of the way families have become 
more interested in new forms of learning, partially from hearing about what 
HTH does. We’re both doing more—and communicating more—about  
robotics, engineering design thinking, cooperative and project-based learning 
than ever before.”

"The philosophy at HTH of 
depth over breadth is excellent. 
They take the attitude that they 
needn’t cover 40 units in a year, 
but instead, let’s learn something 
really, really well, and take those 
studies all the way to the level of 
original research."
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Can you describe your journey to HTH? 
While teaching in independent schools, I realized that as great as the teach-
ing circumstances were, these weren’t the students I wanted to be teaching. 
I wasn’t having the kind of impact I wanted. I saw that in California around 
the turn of the century, there were new charter schools being founded with 
the combination of things I sought—honoring the profession of teaching, but 
serving the diversity of kids with whom I sought to make a difference. I’ve 
been at HTH for 15 years now, and it’s never disappointed me in realizing 
that reconciliation which I sought. 
How is HTH most different than/similar to independent schools? 
What’s most different about our school is the diversity of the student body. 
We use a random lottery for admission, selecting about 1,000 out of 7,000 
applicants, and we do so by zip code, seeking a student body entirely rep-
resentative of the community we serve (or as best we are able) by using zip 
codes as a proxy. Students with free/reduced lunch receive extra ballots to 
ensure we maintain that representative proportion. 

What’s most similar is that we recognize “teacher as designer.” As we like 
to say, simple structures beget complex behaviors, whereas the converse is 
sadly also true: complex structures beget simple behaviors. We hire by having 
candidates visit for a full day and do a demonstration lesson, which is a norm 
in most independent schools and almost unheard of in public schools. 
Do you see a meaningful pattern of growth of schools like HTH 
nationally? 
We are a part of the Deeper Learning Network of schools, and so there are a 
growing number of other places like us, such as Expeditionary Learning Schools, 
Envision Schools in the Bay Area, and Big Picture Schools. From where I sit, the 
pendulum swing toward a regime of multiple-choice testing and high stakes ac-
countability has completed its course, and is now swinging back to whole-child, 
experiential, and authentic learning, and that suits us very well. 

At HTH, we have committed ourselves to opening about one new school 
every couple of years. Yet, we see ourselves committed to the scaling of 
the idea of deeper learning. Ron Berger of Expeditionary Learning Schools 
has an analogy: 40 years ago there were no sushi restaurants outside of the 

Interview with  
Ben Daley  
Chief Academic Officer, High Tech High

Deeper Learning Schools

very largest cities; now you can find 
sushi everywhere. It’s not that there 
was an expansion of a single or a set 
of sushi restaurants, and it’s not that 
there’s been government mandates 
or funding to widen sushi distribu-
tion. It’s that the idea of sushi as a 
regular dining delight became widely  
accepted nationally. It was a scaling  
of the idea of sushi. That’s what 
we’re trying to do. 
Do you see many independent 
schools incorporating HTH 
educational practices? 
Yes we do. We see quite a lot of in-
dependent school educators coming 
to visit our school and participate in 
our programs, from both the U.S. 
and from many international schools. 
I think back to my own undergradu-
ate education at Haverford College, 
where I had small classes, sometimes 
as small as six, and yet still most of 
my professors lectured. I happened 
to take two courses where the class-
es were facilitated by the students, 
and I learned so much more. So, 
even when students can be suc-
cessful in conventional classrooms, 
even when they are comfortable in 
lectures and perhaps even prefer 
them—even for them, we need to 
rethink instructional approaches that 
will result in the greatest learning.
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In his book Our Schools All Have a Tragic Flaw: Silicon Valley Thinks It Has the Answer, prom-
inent education writer Kevin Carey says, “Parents with money overwhelmingly choose to 
buy personalized, supportive learning experiences for their children. But it’s very difficult to 
deliver customized learning to many children simultaneously. Historically, the only way for a 
school to pull that off has been to spend a lot of money hiring unusually good teachers to 
lead unusually small classes.” And by unusually small, he’s not talking about 16. 

In reality, it has become difficult to define 
personalized learning. (Last year, EdWeek 

published an article, “What Is ‘Personalized 
Learning’? Educators Seek Clarity.”) Every 
educator tries—and many succeed—to 
build personal relations with students and 
provide them careful attention and indi-
vidualized feedback. There are occasions in 

which particular students are provided op-
portunities to pursue their unique passions 
or are asked to do assignments tailored 
to their proficiencies. As valuable as these 
practices are, and as frequently as they are 
tagged with this label, they do not rise to the 
level of true personalization. 

Personalized Learning Schools
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Many experts in the national conversation 
seem to agree that personalized education 
programs demand a comprehensive meth-
odology in which the entire school experi-
ence is designed so that the individual stu-
dent is at the center of his or her learning 
program. The Gates Foundation and others 
have worked to identify common standards 
based on four pillars: learners’ strengths 
and weaknesses are profiled; students are 
encouraged along a personal learning path; 
students progress by acquiring competen-
cies; and school environments support the 
learning goals.

All independent schools promise to offer 
a certain degree of personalization, and 
some put a particularly strong emphasis 
on this approach. Indeed, it is what some 
parents are paying for, but the delivery on 
that promise varies widely. Personalization 
or personalized learning is being thoroughly  
implemented by the founders and educa-
tors of schools such as AltSchool, Fusion 
Schools (a fast-growing corporate chain of 
tuition charging schools), and Summit Public 
Schools (a much-admired group of California 

All independent schools promise to 
offer a certain degree of personal-
ization, and some put a particularly 
strong emphasis on this approach. 
Indeed, it is what some parents are 
paying for, but the delivery on that 
promise varies widely. 

charter schools). Rocketship Schools offer a 
version of personalization, where students 
spend several hours a day on individualized 
online learning programs, but these schools 
are designed to serve primarily low-income 
students in neighborhoods where access to 
excellent schools is limited. 

Personalized Learning Schools

The Gates Foundation 
Common Elements of 
Personalized Learning
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Disruption has begun in California, 
and is beginning to be replicated in 
Brooklyn, Austin, and elsewhere. 
Is this disruption mindset limited to 
the San Francisco Bay Area and a 
few other pockets, or will what 
happens in Silicon Valley become a 
national, even global, phenomenon 
tomorrow? Clearly the most potent 
and intentional model of disrup-
tive personalized education at the  
moment comes from a San Francis-
co start-up, AltSchool. 

Even as this report was being writ-
ten, news came that Facebook’s 
founder and Steve Jobs’ widow 
(and a few others) were making 
a $100 million dollar investment 
in AltSchool’s expansion, in what 
they call “second-round financing.” 
(AltSchool received $33 million in 
its first round.) Founded by a Phil-
lips Andover alumnus, Max Ventilla, 
who made millions selling a start-up 
to Google, AltSchool is a hot horse 
on which many are betting big. 

Carolyn Wilson, AltSchool’s Direc-
tor of Education, spent previous 
parts of her career at independent 
schools, including lower school head 
at one well-regarded Northern 
California NAIS member school. 
When asked about the value Alt-
School offers, she responds with-
out missing a beat: “Personalization. 
This is what we do better than any-
one else. From the first weeks of 
school, we’re working to deeply un-
derstand each student, where they 

are in their learning, their pace and 
preferred style of learning, their in-
terests and passions, and personal-
izing their learning in all those ways.”

AltSchool students use mini iPads to 
organize and manage their learning 
via individual “playlists.” Teachers 
assign, or students select, their own 
set of cards for that week’s learn-
ing, and monitor their own progress 
by tracking which cards have been 
completed. As a Fast Company arti-
cle explained, “Much like a playlist on 
Pandora, [the education] adapts to 
feedback and preferences from the 
listener. Two kids could be building a 
birdhouse, but one would be work-
ing on the designs and the other 
learning how to measure and make 
sure the walls line up. There is not 
much of a notion of grade level, just 
loose groupings by age, since most 
children have different strengths and 
weaknesses. Some might read at a 
fourth-grade level and do math at a 
sixth or vice versa.”

Spotlight on AltSchool

Meet the new parents: they haven’t used a taxi in two years—only Uber or Lyft. 
They cannot imagine how taxis still exist, so pleased are they with the superiority of 
Uber. When traveling for recreation, they are far more likely to click first on AirBnB 
than on Hotels.com. They see whole sectors of the economy in only one of two 
ways: already disrupted, or ripe for disruption. And then they go on independent 
school admission tours... 
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Writer Kevin Carey also describes 
the concept of a playlist as con-
taining many individual tasks, called 
“cards”: “As students do their as-
signments and achieve their goals, 
teachers review and grade their 
work, electronically attaching teach-
er feedback and evaluations, pho-
tos, and progress reports to the 
cards. Completed cards are filed 
away as new ones are created and 
used, gradually building a database 
of exactly what each student has 
been working on and learning. It’s 
like the mythical Permanent Stu-
dent Record, powerfully enhanced.”

Microschooling is another oft-used 
term for AltSchool’s program. Its 
school locations are intentionally 
small, usually storefronts, serving 
50-100 students in just five or six 
classrooms. This keeps them nim-
ble, able to deploy and expand (or 
contract as necessary), and serve 
families in their immediate neigh-
borhoods. Wilson says that by not 
having fields, gyms, or full libraries, 

AltSchool is much more connect-
ed to, and interdependent with, its 
urban surroundings. When parents 
at one site said that there was too 
much congestion at pickup, they  
relocated pickup to a nearby pub-
lic park.

Other concepts drawn from the 
world of Silicon start-ups and hack-
ing include a user-centered design 
model, a huge emphasis on data 
collection, and constant iteration. 
Wilson urges educators to use Alt-
School methods and bring design 

thinking more fully from the class-
room to the administration offices. 
AltSchool surveys users monthly 
—and by users they mean both 
teachers and parents—and changes 
practices swiftly in response. They 
are currently using latest-generation 
video monitoring, which back-end 
“learning” engineers are studying 
to discern patterns and make de-
cisions about better facility design, 
classroom lighting, and more. 

AltSchool is a private, for-profit 
corporation, with tremendous fi-
nancial investment that will demand 
repayment in time. Tuitions are set 
competitively, running currently in 
the $20,000 range (low twenties 
in San Francisco, high twenties in 
Palo Alto and Brooklyn), and the 
intention is to grow quickly. Wilson 
notes, “In five years we expect to 
have a vastly expanded network of 
microschools in a lot of geograph-
ical areas—across California, into 
Brooklyn and New York, and on to 
most other big U.S. cities.”

“Personalization. This is what 
we do better than anyone else. 
From the first weeks of school, 
we’re working to deeply under-
stand each student, where they 
are in their learning, their pace 
and preferred style of learning, 
their interests and passions, 
and personalizing their learning 
in all those ways.”

Personalized Learning Schools



Fusion Schools
Customization and personalization is also the promise 
of Fusion Schools, which like AltSchool is a privately  
owned, for-profit chain of tuition-charging private 
schools. Fusion has a history that dates back more 
than 20 years, but with new corporate management 
is now poised for rapid expansion. Its founder and 
Vice President, Michelle Gilman, said in an interview 
that “we’ve opened 30 schools, of about 70 kids per 
school on average, in five states in the past six years, 
and we anticipate growing to 200 sites by year 2020.”

Unlike the other personalized learning schools, Fusion 
Academy (6-12) deeply downplays the importance of 
technology. When Fusion uses the term one-to-one, 
and it does often, as a core part of its brand and 
value proposition, it doesn’t mean one computer per 
student, it means teachers only teach one student at 
a time, in entirely private sessions. Students spend 
their entirely customizable school day (as many hours 
as they need, anytime between 7:30 am and 7:30 pm) 
alternating between individual time with teachers 
and doing their studies in the “Homework Café.” No 
homework is ever sent home. With a two-teacher-
to-one-student ratio in the school, its tuition is pricey, 
set in the upper end of private schools in whatever 
market they’re opening. 

Fusion reports a strong—and changing—demand. 
Formerly, it was primarily sought after by families 
whose children were failing to thrive in traditional 
schools and were requiring a more individualized 
and/or therapeutic approach. Now, more and more 
successful-elsewhere students are choosing them for 
the opportunity to accelerate their learning or re-
ceive a highly-flexible timetable for learning. In some 
cases, they are athletes and actors, who have to jug-
gle school with other demands. 
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Assessing the immediate competitive impact of Alt-
School is difficult, since it is so new to the market. One 
San Francisco independent elementary school admission 
director reports that she and her colleagues are aware 
of its emergence and tracking its growth, but not seeing 
meaningful impact yet. Jim McManus, Executive Direc-
tor, CAIS, says that “AltSchool is building on indepen-
dent school expertise but packaging it differently, and 
our schools are concerned about it in San Francisco.”

Carolyn Wilson is confident that her brand new school 
is already competing: “We have students transferring to 
us from, or choosing us over, all the major K-8 inde-
pendent schools in San Francisco.” In The Pacific Stan-
dard, Kevin Carey tells the story of one family: “De-
spite having their son, Benno, accepted by a number of 
perfectly respectable private schools, Jamie Herre and 
Kate Blumberg ultimately decided to enroll him in one 
of AltSchool’s San Francisco microschools, where he’s 
now happy and thriving. ‘Of all the schools we visited,’ 
Jamie told me, ‘they were the ones who really listened 
to what Benno had to say.’” San Francisco schools, ac-
cording to administrators there, think it is too soon to 
be shaping program or communications to respond to 
the competition presented by AltSchool and other per-
sonalized learning programs. McManus isn’t waiting; he’s 
thinking hard about the changing dynamic, and he thinks 
these personalized programs may be the biggest new 
threat to come to independent schools in a while. “The  
biggest threat to our schools is something stripped down 
in structure, with much less commitment to coaches, 
counselors, and administrators, and with a laser-like fo-
cus on high-quality, personalized learning. Parents are 
increasingly interested in something they can choose for 
the academics alone, and they are either just not inter-
ested in, or have other resources for, the other parts 
of the program (club soccer, ballet, chess lessons, etc). 
Today’s parents are looking for an à la carte menu for 
their children.” 

But it is not clear how easily independent schools can 
flex to meet this kind of changing demand. Says Mc-
Manus: “The truth is, we don’t do à la carte educa-
tion very well—so I fear we might be, or become, out 
of step. We’re offering a prix fixe menu when peo-
ple are increasingly looking for tapas or dessert. They 
have $25 to pay for something—and they want it to 
be small but great—and we are only offering a $100 
soup-to-nuts meal.”
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How did you make your way to AltSchool? 
I had recently developed my own educational therapy practice, and it was 
expanding, so I began seeking assistants to work with me. As I did, I learned of 
a group of parents, engineers, designers, and entrepreneurs who were work-
ing to start a new school, who were seeking to truly transform education. 
That seemed perfect to me, combining the two things I care most about: 
working with parents and families to support their children’s education, and 
working with entrepreneurs—in that startup mindset to keep iterating things 
until they work—and the latter is something which has been missing at most 
schools I’ve worked with (including independent schools). Individual teachers 
have done so, but not schools working at a systematic level for true person-
alization of learning. I’ve never seen that before. 

What are the similarities/differences between AltSchool and independent schools? 
Whether more traditional or more progressive, independent schools build on relationships, and the 
power of learning in relationships, and that is the same for AltSchool. We too understand that the best 
learning takes place in compassionate, authentic relationships. 

What’s most different is the commitment we make to constant iteration. We have a system designed 
to gather and use data to make changes in a timely manner, so as to get better all the time. For us, 
the idea of a five-year strategic plan is laughable. We’re constantly using data about user experience, 
identifying areas of improvement and setting goals, and changing all the time to improve our scores. 
How does AltSchool offer educational value beyond what students can get in other schools? 
By personalization. From the first weeks of school, we’re working to deeply understand each student, 
where they are in their learning, their pace and preferred style of learning, their interests and passions, 
and personalizing their learning in all those ways. 

It’s not that they learn by themselves—we do lot of sharing, group work, project-based learning. But 
it’s that we’re constantly personalizing what and how they’re learning. We have a saying: there’s no 
such thing as a third grader. A child might be third grade age, but be a sixth grade reader and first 
grade mathematician. 
Are you finding independent school families—those already in independent schools or 
those who otherwise would probably choose independent schools—choosing AltSchool? 
Yes—more and more all the time. We have students transferring to us from, or choosing us over, all 
the major K-8 independent schools in San Francisco. Teachers too. They are doing so because they 
are educational hackers. They’re hackers in life, seeking to disrupt the status quo and do things differ-
ently and better. They value education; they had good educations themselves, but they are unhappy 
with the state of education today. They want it to be different from their own learning 20 years ago, 
and they see everything else being disrupted and changing all the time. Then they look at elementary 
schools, and they seem pretty much the same as always. 
Where do you see AltSchool in five years? 
In five years, we expect to have a vastly expanded network of microschools in a lot of geographical 
areas—across California, into Brooklyn and New York, and on to most other big U.S. cities. We’ll also 
be making our platform available to other schools, for use in greater personalization of learning, com-
munication, and reporting with teachers and families.

Interview with Carolyn Wilson  
Director of Education, AltSchool
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Online schools are not new. A number of states (Michigan, 
for example) have a rich history of online/virtual schooling. 
Typically, online schools have provided brick-and-mortar stu-
dents with access to content they would not have other-
wise, or they have been critical alternatives for students re-
quiring more flexible educational alternatives—athletes and 
performers, homebound students, homeschooled students, 
academically accelerated students, and expatriates. Online 
schools typically represent a partnership between a tradi-
tional educational provider (like a state, district, or university) 
and a for-profit online provider. One major provider, K12 Inc., 
boasts $244 million in third quarter FY15 earnings on its “in-
vestor relations” web page.

Today, many independent educators see online schooling 
as a supplement which strengthens traditional independent 
schools, rather than as a competitor which could weaken 
them—and there is much evidence to support this perspec-

Online Schools
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tive. Bring up online schooling to almost anyone in a NAIS 
school these days, and they are quick to cite examples such 
as Global Online Academy, Online School for Girls, Blend-
Ed in the Bay Area, and Visnet in the Southeast. These online 
independent school platforms are emerging to provide inde-
pendent schools and their students with excellent, exciting, 
innovative, and connected learning experiences. However, 
these types of schools are not the focus of this report. Rather,  
the focus is on degree-granting private online schools, which 
are positioning themselves as alternatives, not complements, 
to traditional independent schools. 

In reality, it is not an either/or proposition. Online education 
providers that attract independent school families are often 
partners, not alternatives, to independent schools. Laurel 
Springs School (founded in 1991) regularly tells schools that, 
if they cannot afford to provide a Latin 4 class to a budding 
classics scholar because of low demand, they should offer 
it online via Laurel Springs’ services. Stanford Online High 
School sees things similarly; they note that about half of their 
600 enrolled students are part-timers and that they provide 
a valuable service to independent schools and their families. 
Despite these relationships, these online schools are growing 
in full-time student numbers, with full-tuition-paying students 
who might otherwise have attended an independent school. 

Online Schools

Students
Enrolled in
Full-time 
Online Public
Schools:
Five Year National
Growth Trends

2006-2007: 50,000

2011-2012: 275,000

+450%

Source: Evergreen Education Group, March 2013.
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Stanford Online High School (OHS) 
may be the most elite in the online ed-
ucation echelon. Its director, Kathlyn 
Gray, reports that “Our enrollment 
has been growing more than 25% per 
year for the past several years, and 
our attrition has been lower than 
NAIS averages, at around 7%.” In the 
past, full-time applicants have come 
from NAIS member schools, and that 
population is growing. Admission at 
Stanford OHS is also highly selec-
tive: “Our student population is both 
similar to and different from that of 
other independent schools. Its desire 
for academic excellence is parallel, 
but we have a special population of 
students devoted to a rigorous cur-
riculum, and our application pro-
cess entails students’ demonstrating 
their readiness to do a lot of aca-
demic work and a lot of writing.” 

Its classes may be online, but the 
educators at Stanford OHS see 
themselves as more like a traditional  
independent school than other  

Spotlight on  
Stanford Online High School

online schools. All of its classes are 
synchronous—happening in on-
line conference spaces at the same 
time—and it believes itself to be 
the only diploma-granting, entirely  
synchronous online high school. 
Gray suggests that it almost makes 
more sense to divide schools into 
categories of synchronous and 
asynchronous than into online and 
bricks-and-mortar. Synchronicity is 
the defining feature of an intimate 
learning community, the kind upon 
which independent schools pride 
themselves. At Stanford OHS, stu-
dents have homeroom; they have 
assemblies; and they enjoy most of 
the trappings of a regular school. 

CAIS Executive Director Jim McMa-
nus praises Stanford OHS, which has 
recently earned provisional accredi-
tation in his association, as a model 
for online programs. “I think it is a 
really big deal. When the president 
of Stanford was asked recently about 
how Stanford OHS met the mission 
of the university—or whether it 
was a problematic example of mis-
sion creep—he answered, ‘If we 
can make this work, a truly excellent 
secondary education at a price that’s 
half that of the local independent 
schools, we’ll have done something 
truly revolutionary and exemplary 
for education everywhere.’” 

So what is the attraction? Gray ac-
knowledges it is a strange choice to 
make, and is quick to say it isn’t for 
everyone. She concedes, “If there 
is a good school down the street, 
whatever kind of school, which really  
meets your needs, you should go to 
that school, not to us.” 
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Online Schools

That said, Stanford OHS is an attractive alternative 
for many families. First is the appeal of its highly-select  
student body, which bonds over its shared deep ded-
ication to academics. “Students who very much found 
themselves outsiders at more conventional schools are 
thrilled to discover a peer group equally devoted to 
deep academic pursuit here—they say ‘I have found my 
soulmates, my tribe.’” 

An online article from KQED/Mindshift, entitled “For 
Frustrated Gifted Kids, A World of Online Opportuni-
ties,” makes a similar argument: “Compared to three de-
cades ago, many more out-of-school academic resources 
are now available for gifted learners, which makes it eas-
ier than ever to access advanced learning opportunities, 
ranging from video courses to diploma-granting online 
high schools.” Stanford OHS is singled out in the piece.

A second major appeal is the flexibility Stanford OHS 
(like other online schools) offers. As Gray notes: “There 
are piano players who need to practice five hours a day, 
or students whose families travel all the time, or kids 
with health issues or in isolated areas, where schools 
just don’t really suit their circumstances.”

Rhonda Durham, Executive Director, ISAS, tells the story  
of recently bumping into an old friend on an airplane 
flight. A successful international business manager, he’d 
been a trustee and parent of younger children at the 
Texas school she had previously headed, and naturally, 
she asked him about his kids and if they were still at 
the school. To her surprise, he said no—he’d withdrawn 
them to enroll them in Texas Tech Online High School. 
She asked him about it, and he said the experience was 
fantastic: the academics were solid, and it freed his kids 
up to travel with him all over the globe. 

Similarly, Barbara Hodges, Executive Director, Florida 
Council of Independent Schools (FCIS), explains that 
the flexibility factor is a huge benefit to many families. 
She says that “Whereas families used to choose a school 
for their children and then build in their extra activi-
ties around them, now it is changing to the opposite—
now families put their child’s activities and talents in the  
center, and build school around them. And online 
schooling makes that very easy.” 

A third attractive feature of online schooling is the global-
ism of the school community. Boarding schools (and now 
increasingly day schools) enroll students from around the 
world, but while they are conducting their studies, stu-
dents are all together in a single, identical location. As 
Gray says, in an online school like Stanford’s, students are 
together from all over the world—and they are in those 
widely varying locations while they are in school. 

To Mark Lauria, Executive Director, New York State 
Association of Independent Schools (NYSAIS), this is a 
game changer. “Stanford OHS is truly transformational,”  
he says, “in the way it is breaking down space and  
geography and bringing students from all over the world 
together to address critical questions and issues. If  
I’m teaching a class where we’re looking at a novel like 
Fahrenheit 451, and discussing issues of freedom, censor-
ship, and democracy with students from China, Australia,  
the U.K., and South Africa, the conversations are so ro-
bust, the analysis so global—it’s incredible.”

Full-time online programs like Stanford OHS are clearly  
on the rise. Laurel Springs had its biggest graduating 
class ever this year, and its director of education reports 
she’s hiring 20 new teachers for next year. In Florida, 
Hodges says that homeschooling has become much eas-
ier, and accordingly much more attractive, because it 
can so easily be supplemented with free coursework 
from the state’s public Virtual Academy. The largest and 
strongest Florida independent schools are not deeply 
affected, she says, but the second tier schools are feel-
ing the pinch. Regional and state association executives 
on both coasts say they are watching the rise of the 
Los Angeles-based Oaks Christian Online School, which 
promises a rigorous, college preparatory curriculum in a 
Christian environment.

“Whereas families used to choose a school 
for their children and then build in their ex-
tra activities around them, now it is chang-
ing to the opposite—now families put their 
child’s activities and talents in the center, 
and build school around them. And online 
schooling makes that very easy.” 
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What is your background in independent schools?
I’ve spent now, I recently realized, 38 years in independent schools. I’ve been 
to 37 proms! I began my career as a chemistry teacher at Louisville Collegiate 
School in Kentucky and served as an upper school head, or in a closely comparable position, there and at Agnes Irwin, 
Hathaway Brown, Savannah Country Day, and Prague International School. 

When I learned of this position and opportunity, I thought “Oh, this is perfect for me.” It was such a fascinating chal-
lenge, thinking about how to take an online school and help it become more fully an independent school. 
How is Stanford OHS similar to other independent schools nationally and how is it different? 
There’s a very close parallel in how Stanford OHS focuses upon the whole child, and the way in which we are com-
mitted to academic growth and strengthening character: it is our common goal to educate healthy, well adjusted, good 
people. But we are a young school, and it is true we don’t yet offer as much in the way of arts education—though we 
are launching a new drawing class, and already offer music theory—and we can’t do PE in the traditional way. 

Our student population is both similar to and different from that of other independent schools. Its desire for academ-
ic excellence is parallel, but we have a special population of students especially devoted to a rigorous curriculum, and 
our application process entails students’ demonstrating their readiness to take on a significant amount of academic 
work and writing. These are top, top end students, and so we serve a narrower range of students than many inde-
pendent schools. OHS students also have to be more independent, more organized, more mature to handle the 
nature of a full-time online school environment. 
How do you define your school type or sector? 
Well, clearly we offer a different kind of enrollment opportunity than the typical independent school, and we are a 
part of a fast-growing rise of choice for American families: there are more and more options all the time, and that 
is great. Every student learns in his or her own way. Though, we believe ourselves to be the only school of our very 
particular type—the only diploma-granting, entirely synchronous, online high school. 
Do you feel that your school delivers on the commitment to the whole child as effectively as a typical 
independent school?
Yes we do. We have a new life skills program in the middle school; we have a very popular writing and resource cen-
ter featuring two full-time tutors and peer tutoring as well; and we have homeroom once a week. The homeroom 
functions as our advisory, with a 30-minute curriculum developed by our director of student life and community. 
Our counselors also support training in things like digital citizenship. We also have assemblies once a week, such as 
last week’s diversity assembly. 
How do you measure your success? 
Metrics and measurement are not exactly our strongest suits. The truth is, we have the same pressures as everyone 
else has, like our college list—and we do have a very good college list. Our metrics are just the usual suspects: in 
addition to college admissions, it is SAT scores, AP scores, etc. As noted, our attrition is very low, and we watch 
that carefully. We are not using the online schooling platform as a place to capture learning analytics, and the funny 
thing is, technology isn’t really our thing. Our tech is mostly invisible, an afterthought—learning, kids, community, and 
relationships are how we define ourselves. 

Interview with  
Kathlyn Gray  
Director, Stanford Online High School



From Homeschooling  
to Unschooling
Homeschooling in the U.S. is growing. According to the National Center for Education  
Statistics (NCES), the number of homeschooled children has grown from 677,000 in 2003  
to 1,773,000 in 2011. While homeschooling typically has been viewed as an alternative ed-
ucational choice for religiously conservative families, the number of parents choosing to 
homeschool their children for non-religious reasons is also on the rise. According to NCES’ 
2011-12 Parent and Family Involvement in Education Survey, 91% of respondents indicated safety 
was an important variable in making the decision to homeschool their children. Other top 
reasons included a desire to provide moral instruction (77%); dissatisfaction with academic 
instruction at other schools (74%); a desire to provide religious instruction (64%); and a  
desire to provide a nontraditional educational approach (44%). 
A February 2015 article in The Atlantic titled “The Rise 
of Homeschooling among Black Families” says, “Accord-
ing to the National Home Education Research Institute, 
black families have become one of the fastest-growing 
demographics in homeschooling, with black students 
making up an estimated ten percent of the homeschool-
ing population. (For comparison’s sake, they make up 
16% of all public-school students nationwide, accord-
ing to NCES.) And while white homeschooling families 
traditionally cite religious or moral disagreements with 
public schools in their decision to pull children out of 
traditional classroom settings, studies indicate black fam-
ilies are more likely to cite the culture of low expec-
tations for African American students or dissatisfaction 
with how their children—especially boys—are treated 
in schools.”

In general, homeschooling falls into two major camps. 
As described by Isabel Lyman for the Cato Institute, 
“There are two historical strains of homeschooling, a re-
ligious-right thread inspired by author Raymond Moore 
and a countercultural-left thread inspired by John Holt. 
Their differences illustrate the various concerns that 
cause people to choose homeschooling: some want 
religious values in education; some worry about the 
crime and lack of discipline in the government schools; 
some object to the conformity and bureaucracy in the 
schools; others are concerned with the declining quality 
of education; and still others just feel that children are 
best educated by their parents.” (Cato Policy Analysis 
No. 294, January 7, 1998.)

Ultimately, homeschoolers are not a monolithic group 
and have various motivations for choosing this educa-
tional path. What is equally interesting about this phe-
nomenon is the number of families choosing what is 
now described as “unschooling”—a model in which the 
homeschooled child directs his/her own learning and no 
standard curriculum is followed. John Holt says, “When 
pressed, I define unschooling as allowing children as 
much freedom to learn in the world as their parents can 
comfortably bear. The advantage of this method is that 
it doesn’t require you, the parent, to become some-
one else, i.e. a professional teacher pouring knowledge 
into child-vessels on a planned basis. Instead, you live 
and learn together, pursuing questions and interests as 
they arise and using conventional schooling on an ‘on 
demand’ basis, if at all. This is the way we learn before 
going to school and the way we learn when we leave 
school and enter the world of work.”
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“What is a school? I don’t recall a time before when we were ever so seriously asking what a school is,” says Mark 
Lauria, Executive Director, NYSAIS—and he’s right. The question of what a school is, in fact, is more up for grabs 
than it has been at any time in the past century. 

There is an explosion of school choice across the country and the world—and it is not just homeschooling and back-
to-basics charters any more. New school types—well-financed by private equity—are coming into both the public 
and private school markets, determined to lure the most discriminating families by competing in the very domains 
which have long seemed independent school strengths: academic excellence, progressive learning environments, 
personalized attention, and more.

“$1 Million Budget Shortfall Threatens to Close School,” shouts the headline of the leading newspaper in a major 
U.S. city, where competition of the kind described herein has grown the fastest. As the May 14 article explained, 
the NAIS member K-12 school needed 330 students to break even, but as of May 14, barely 200 had committed for 
next year. Why? “The challenge is competition from charter schools, which promise academic rigor and don’t charge 
tuition.” (A follow-up article on May 19 reported “School Closing Phoenix Campus, Dropping High School.”) 

The independent school community is extraordinarily diverse and contains many pockets of great strength, and 
some schools will be unbothered by these new alternatives. But for many, the potential for disruption is real—and 
deserves careful attention and strategic enrollment thinking. 

For each educational leader—be it board chair, head of school, business officer, dean of admission and enrollment, or 
director of strategic planning (and yes, there are increasing number of schools at which this is a full-time, permanent 
position)—this is the time to study the emerging and growing alternatives, and to begin consideration of how best 
to confront and overcome the long-term challenge. 

Making Adjustments
Strategies for Managing the Rising Competition

Continued on next page
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	 3 
 Understand your  

customer and remove 
all barriers. 

 SSATB has written extensively  
and recently about a family’s 
perspective on and expe-
rience in the independent 
school admission process 
(see The Ride to Independent 
Schools: 2,300 Families Tell Us 
about Their Journey). In addi-
tion to desiring a personalized 
admission experience, families 
say the academic program 
sells the school. The need 
to define and articulate your 
school’s educational model  
and expected outcomes well 
is critical. Are you taking 
ample time to market your 
school’s academics in your 
process? Do you provide op-
portunities to connect stu-
dents with faculty? Participa-
tion in a common application 
is an important and strategic 
choice to increase application 
volume—and to send a signal 
to families that your school 
values applicants over applica-
tion forms.

 2 
 Know, strengthen, and 

articulate your value 
proposition. 

 What exactly do you offer 
your families, and how is that 
better than what anyone else 
is able to offer? More than 
knowing this benefit, and al-
ways deepening it, you must 
also be able to communicate 
it effectively and prove it. 
Says Barbara Hodges of FCIS: 
“Collect better data, collect 
output data, and market your 
outcomes. You can’t just ask 
families to trust you. Their 
point of view is simple: ‘Show 
me the numbers.’ It is critical 
that schools use dashboards 
displaying their key metrics.”  
Simply put, any school’s  
“differential equation” is:

 1 
 Understand  

your competition;  
understand yourself. 

 This is no time for blinders. 
Take the time to study your 
market carefully. Some of the 
richest data comes in terms 
of the schools with whom 
you overlap. Analyze those 
overlaps (in admission score 
reports and applications) to 
find patterns and trends. Con-
sider what programs at your 
institution are growing—and 
why. Conduct exit or declin-
er interviews with families 
transferring or choosing to 
enroll elsewhere, plumbing 
their motivation and the value 
afforded by the alternatives. 
As you do, take a hard look 
at your own school—perhaps 
with the use of outside eyes—
to determine whether it is 
fulfilling its promise. Barbara 
Hodges, Executive Director, 
FCIS, says her strongest piece 
of advice is to “engage con-
sultation before it’s too late. 
If you think it’s too expensive, 
consider the price of the alter-
native.” Lee Quinby, Executive 
Director, Association of Col-
orado Independent Schools, 
sees the strength of Colora-
do’s schools in their diversi-
ty, and sees schools thriving 
best when they dig deep into 
themselves to ensure their 
unique qualities drive their 
programs. 
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+ This is what we provide 
+ This is how much it costs
= Value Proposition
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	 5 
 Emphasize character. 

 While many of the emerging 
new choice models are going 
head-to-head with indepen-
dent schools in their traditional 
areas of strength—providing 
academic rigor and deliver-
ing innovative approaches to 
teaching and learning—one 
area not emphasized by these 
schools is the development of 
character. Yet as we know, in-
dependent schools have long 
emphasized the development 
of a child’s moral and ethi-
cal character as a key driver 
in the campus communities 
they create. Is this the indus-
try niche around which inde-
pendent schools should rally? 
Independent schools are lead-
ing in this space, as evidenced 
by INDEX’s Mission Skills As-
sessment and SSATB’s Char-
acter Skills Assessment, but 
there is more to learn and 
more connection to be made 
in this area.

	 6 
 Consider flexible 

scheduling. Is à la  
carte an option? 

 If the trend continues, families 
will be putting their child’s tal-
ents and passions at the center 
of their day, and then look-
ing only to fill in their other  
needs around that pursuit. It 
seems it may make less and less 
sense for schools (particularly 
day schools), to be one-stop 
shopping or to offer prix fixe 
menus. But can independent 
schools flex? CAIS Executive 
Director Jim McManus reports 
that “board committees are 
looking at alternative revenue 
streams, and it’s leading them to 
think about more à la carte spe-
cial programs—what can they 
sell for $5,000 part-time, after 
school, or otherwise—not only 
for $30,000 full time.” In a cor-
ollary perspective, Chris Hook-
er-Haring, Dean of Admission 
and Financial Aid, Muhlenberg 
College, told attendees at 
SSATB’s 2013 Annual Meeting 
in Philadelphia that schools are 
in a box because of the costs 
associated with the shiny new 
gym, etc. He says that the way 
out is to focus on the school’s 
mission and instruction. Deter-
mine the cost of an education 
versus the cost of running the 
school. Where can you sacri-
fice? He believes the key is to 
help families understand that 
you are sacrificing “that” in 
order to invest in “this”—and 
everything else, like your after-
school program, costs extra.

	 4 
 Choose whether to 

outflank or co-opt. 

 After examining and identi-
fying particular attributes of 
a competing school, two ob-
vious alternatives emerge. In 
some cases, the best course is 
to attend to, deepen, and com-
municate your differences.  
In Phoenix, for example, 
where academically accele-
rated schools are drawing 
away students, many inde-
pendent schools have chosen 
to underscore their commit-
ment to the whole child, their 
strong sense of community, 
and their developmental and 
supportive educational philos-
ophy. But in San Diego, where 
a fast-growing project-based 
learning school is becoming 
popular with affluent families, 
more than one NAIS member 
school has reported tacking 
in the same direction as that  
al ternative , doubling up 
on their effor ts to provide  
students with experiential, 
hands-on, and authentic 
learning opportunities. 
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	 9 
 Realize economies  

of scale. 

 Independent schools pride 
themselves on their indepen-
dence. But seeking ways to co-
operate and collaborate, while 
still delivering individual value, 
will be critical. Purchasing  
consortia are just one tried 
and true example. Another 
is shared administrative func-
tions across a specific school 
network or regional grouping.  
Looking far into the future, 
Chr is Hooker-Har ing at 
Muhlenberg College empha-
sizes that while there is likely 
still a place for the residential 
college experience, we will 
see more regional (and global)  
cooperatives ask, “What will 
the Delaware Valley—like a 
Silicon Valley—offer?” 

	 8 
 Bring design thinking 

from the classroom 
to the administrative 
table. 

 According to Carolyn Wil-
son at AltSchool, this is the 
single most important les-
son she has learned moving 
from independent schools to 
a disruptive Bay Area tech 
start-up. Throughout their 
administrative leadership and 
during program development, 
she says, they put a laser-like 
focus on the user experience 
(users being students, parents, 
and teachers); they rapidly de-
ploy the most viable product 
rather than delaying it until 
it’s perfect; they frequently 
survey users not annually, but 
monthly or quarterly; they 
view negative feedback as 
empowering, not demoraliz-
ing; and they time themselves 
on how long it takes to imple-
ment improvements based 
on user feedback, trying to 
always speed up their itera-
tive process. Design thinking 
belongs in the board room—
and head’s and admission and 
business offices—just as much 
as it does in the innovation lab 
space.  

 7 
 Assess your ability 

to individualize 
learning and deeply 
differentiate. 

 Some independent schools 
make promises in this direc-
tion on which they simply 
don’t deliver. Nearly all inde-
pendent schools promise a 
more personal approach to 
learning, where smaller class-
es result in stronger relation-
ships with teachers and closer 
attention for each student. As 
appealing as those features 
are, they are not the same as 
the kind of truly differentiat-
ed instruction that a growing 
number of millennial parents 
are seeking. Technology is cre-
ating accessible and affordable 
opportunities to implement 
highly targeted instruction for 
students, each in their particu-
lar zone of proximal develop-
ment—but this can only hap-
pen school-wide with strong 
leadership and the precise al-
location of resources for hard-
ware, software, and (most of 
all) professional development.
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	 ⓫ 
 Experiment and 

innovate constantly. 

 The independent school com-
munity must commit to prac-
ticing seriously intentional in-
novation moving forward. As 
competitors emerge and rise, 
we can only ultimately match 
and exceed their excellence 
by our own constant improve-
ment. This is not to say a school 
should abandon its principles 
or traditions. As Jim Collins ex-
plains in Built to Last, the com-
panies that last the longest, and 
flourish the most, are those 
that simultaneously preserve 
the core AND stimulate prog-
ress. On both coasts, regional 
and state association execu-
tives call for and hail this kind of 
constant evolution. In Califor-
nia, McManus says that “Maker 
spaces and STEM programs are 
growing like weeds—not that 
they are not excellent, but they 
are popping up all over,” serving 
to help schools test and gener-
ate their own future. In Florida, 
Hodges notes, “As John Chubb 
[President, NAIS] recently told 
me, Florida schools clearly don’t 
rest on their laurels. We’re defi-
nitely seeing families in Florida 
becoming more interested in 
what schools are doing, how 
they’re changing, to ensure their 
kids have better opportunities 
in the future—we are stressing 
here for all our schools innova-
tion, creativity, technology, and 
STEM. Parents really want kids 
to have the cutting edge.”

	 ⓾ 
 Focus on financial  

sustainability by 
anticipating a more 
competitive future. 

 It behooves schools of all 
types to confront the fact that 
everywhere the market of 
schooling will be more com-
petitive tomorrow than it is 
today. Prepare by ensuring 
your house is in order finan-
cially as much as possible, to 
be more nimble in the future. 
Durham of ISAS believes, 
“Competition sharpens us: 
independent schools have to 
have great teachers, and we 
have to stay strong financially,  
and we have to be better 
about marketing and being on 
top of our game.” Hooker- 
Haring of Muhlenberg cau-
tioned, “If you are having 
trouble meeting your enroll-
ment goals, your market is 
telling you something about 
your net price point, as well as 
other facets about how you 
are seen as an institution.”
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